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Women are allowed. Allowed to exist. To take up space.
To breathe, to love, to laugh, to talk, to yell, to scream,
to curse and more. Women are notable, just as they are.

Hey there! Meet Cristin Downs. Fierce, funny, and fired up, Cristin is a producer, theatrical thinker, and
podcasting truth seeker / storyteller with a hell-bent mission to empower women. Described as a "gentle, nonstop powerhouse," you can find Cristin interviewing visionary women leaders on The Notable Woman
Podcast, hosting weekly guest experts, panels, and epic virtual summits that empower women in her free
Facebook community, The Society of Notable Women, mentoring women leaders one on one and through
learning and development workshops, and producing projects that get her fired up. She's an activator and
thenotablewoman.com
connection maven, and she jumpstarts projects and ideas.
facebook.com/thenotablewoman Who's Cristin?
Cristin has a cristin@thenotablewoman.com
combined social reach of over 35K, thousands of weekly views on her live show, and her podcast
was featured on NPR's The Big Listen.

Expert topics
Bringing your creative content projects (think
podcasts, shows, or live events) to life
Generating "hype," described as connection +
scrappy PR for your brilliant idea
Disrupting thoughts that are keeping you stuck
so that you can finally unleash your magic on the
world
Becoming the boss of your venture instead of
getting lost in the weeds

Discussion ideas
How generating hype for a canned food drive for
Hurricane Sandy turned into hundreds of
volunteers, truckloads of supplies, mega
sponsorships, and media love... by accident
How committing to small daily actions can bust
through blocks that 7 years of therapy,
conferences, & podcasts could not
Why nothing grows without water and other
reasons your world-changing idea is unknown

"What comes across in these stories is Cristin's fierce talent in conceptualizing the episodes and finding the
stories as it is a reflection of her interesting and engaging subjects." -FeygeleJ
"Women are INCREDIBLE and have awesome stories, but don't always think they matter. Cristin helps women
understand how NOTABLE they really are." -T. Bosler Writing

